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Volunteers plant prickly pear cactus to restore island night lizard habitat despite high winds.
Dear friend,

Spring is always a busy time of year for us at Channel Islands Restoration. Scattered winter showers bring an explosion of life here on the Central Coast and it’s all we can do to stay on top of it. Invasive weeds begin to sprout and threaten to overtake newly planted natives. Plants from our nurseries are ready to go in the ground. Irrigation and erosion control need to be installed, and so much more.

There are a dozen things to do at every moment, and when our work is spread from the Los Padres National Forest to San Nicolas Island and everywhere in between, we can’t do it all alone.

Our work at Channel Islands Restoration is only possible because of you and people like you. CIR’s work is supported and made possible by hundreds of volunteers who donate their time by strapping on their boots and getting into the field to pull weeds, dig holes, get plants in the ground, and ultimately do whatever needs to be done to get the job done. Because of you, we can restore critical habitat and provide quality service learning projects for younger generations all throughout the Central Coast.

As the scope of our work expands, so has the scope of our support team. Our team is made of volunteers from all walks of life – some with time enough to join us on the islands for a week or others with just enough time to carve out an afternoon. Critically important to our team as well are the people who support us through their charitable giving and memberships.

With your help, we can take on and stay on top of projects throughout the Central Coast. Over the past months, we were able to take weekly trips out to San Nicolas Island to get 12,000 native plants in the ground and we baked more than 200 miles of the San Rafael Wilderness and treated more than 700 adult tamarisk trees and pulled more than 94,000 tamarisk seedlings. Because of your continued support, we can continue to control weeds at Hammond’s Meadow and the San Marcos Foothills, we can continue upkeep at our Camarillo Nursery, and ultimately, we can continue to grow as an organization and expand the capabilities of CIR.

Channel Islands Restoration is on the front lines to save our native habitat in an era where public lands are under attack and funding pools are drying up. More and more, people like you are standing up to say ‘our land is worth protecting’ and filling in any cracks that appear. Every time we pull a weed, get a plant in the ground, or take kids to the islands, we are standing up for our values as citizens who believe in conservation.

Channel Islands Restoration only exists because of your support and we could never accomplish our mission without you. I encourage you to read on through this newsletter with the understanding that these are your accomplishments, and these are projects that you have made possible.

Thank you,
Ken Owen, Executive Director

---

Dear friend,

Thank you,
Ken Owen
Executive Director

---

Restoration of Native Grasslands on the San Marcos Foothills Preserve

Native grasslands previously covered millions of acres in California, but since the 19th century, they have been drastically reduced to a small fraction of this number as they were converted to farms, cities, and towns. This is also true in the Santa Barbara / Goleta area, where most of the grasslands have been converted and are no longer available as habitat. As a result of habitat loss and possibly other factors, birds that are dependent on grasslands (grasshopper sparrow, western meadowlark, burrowing owl, white-tailed kite, and others) have declined precipitously.

Burrowing owls were formerly common in the coastal area of southern Santa Barbara County, but is now decreasing to very low numbers in all seasons, and is nearly extirpated as a nesting species in the County. Now there is an average of only 1 to 3 individuals seen each year along the South Coast east of Gaviota. Favored sites over the past three decades have been More Mesa and the San Marcos Foothills (Lehman 2017). White-tailed kites used to be common, but drought conditions and loss of habitat on the south coast has resulted in only a small number of birds in our area. Grasshopper sparrows occupied the San Marcos Foothills in high numbers while the property was being grazed by cattle (Holmgren, Stone, and Kelly 2001) but since the removal of cattle grazing, these numbers have plummeted to zero.

We are currently writing a restoration plan and hope to begin restoration of grassland on the San Marcos Foothills Preserve this coming winter. CIR is excited to announce that we have been awarded three grants to fund restoration on the Preserve, and we need additional funding to restore 60 acres of native grassland.

Carpinteria Salt Marsh

We are currently propagating plants for a restoration project on the edge of the Carpinteria Salt Marsh. Planting is planned for November and we’d love to have your help!

Habitat Restoration in Thousand Oaks and Hidden Valley

We are working with the Conejo Open Space Conservation Agency and a private landowner on several sites, weeding out invasive plants. We have also collected seeds and are propagating native plants for later planting for a private property owner in the Hidden Valley area of Ventura County.

After the Thomas Fire: Native Plants for Ventura County

Last year, we collected an extensive amount of seeds from native plants in Ventura County. We did not know at the time that the Thomas Fire would burn so much vegetation in the area. Now, we are beginning to propagate these native plants and will have them available for sale this winter. If you’re interested in buying some of these for planting on your private property or if you would like to make a financial contribution to this effort, please let us know.

---

Select Current Projects
The Carpinteria Salt Marsh is a special spot along California’s south-central coast. Migratory waterfowl stop at the marsh, and the estuary includes extensive wetland, sub-tidal channel, and emergent upland habitats that support many sensitive plant and animal species.

Several species, such as Belding’s sapphire, are listed as endangered, threatened, or of special concern; and there are plans in the works to re-introduce Light-footed clapper rails. Located next to a sandy beach, subtidal rocky reef, and kelp beds, the 230-acre marsh is also an important regional nursery for California halibut, diamond turbot, and other species of marine and estuarine fish.

The predominant vegetation in the marsh is estuarine emergent wetland dominated by pickleweed (Salicornia virginica). The flora of Carpinteria Salt Marsh has been of interest to scientists for at least 90 years. Eleven species growing presently at the estuary are regionally rare plants, and two species—salt marsh birds-beak (Chloropyron maritimum) and Coulter’s goldfields (Lasthenia glabrata)—are endangered.

We are excited to announce that the Upper Salinas-Las Tablas Resource Conservation District has just announced that Channel Islands Restoration has been awarded funding to eradicate the non-native invasive species European Sea Lavender (Limonium duriusculum) from Carpinteria Salt Marsh over a five-year period. Work is anticipated to begin in November 2018 and will continue through 2023. Our work surveying the marsh last year for the endangered species salt marsh birds-beak (Chloropyron maritimum ssp. maritimum) and reporting our results using a thorough scientific method, combined with our many years of experience and reputation of excellent work and going “above and beyond” contributed to our success in being awarded this contract.

One of the top invasive plant threats to the marsh is European sea lavender (Limonium duriusculum), which is one of the few plants that can displace native plant species in salt marsh habitat. (Cal-IPC is on its third year of funded work to remove invasive sea lavender from salt marshes around San Francisco Bay, where it has become a significant problem.) In August 2017, a grant from UCSB Coastal Fund enabled staff and volunteers from Channel Islands Restoration and students from UC Santa Barbara to perform a survey of the endangered salt marsh birds-beak and Coulter’s goldfields in the marsh. Teams of two or three individuals walked parallel lines in a systematic grid, circumventing meandering channels and deep mud as needed. The teams also mapped the distribution of European sea lavender.

Not only did they find more sea lavender than had previously been mapped, they also found extensive co-occurrence of European sea lavender and salt marsh bird’s-beak, which is a parasitic plant. They recommend that tarping and herbicide applications, though effective, not be used in areas where the two species co-occur because the methods are likely to cause too much collateral damage. In these areas, hand pulling is recommended as the best method for removing invasive sea lavender.

Reprinted with permission from the Spring 2018 issue of Dispatch, the newsletter of the California Invasive Plant Council (www.cal-ipc.org).
Quotes from San Nicolas Volunteers

For me the best part is getting to be in a place very few get to go. It’s a bittersweet experience knowing the damage caused to the island, but I am humbled & honored to do some good on our sacred islands. It is very inspiring to see the progress organizations like yours have made.

- Dan C.

The beauty and remoteness (and wind!) of the place made for a once in a lifetime experience. It was most gratifying to be a part of CIR’s conservation efforts.

- Sidney S.

Wind, hard satisfying work, a comfortable bed, good company, good vistas, and a beer with dinner at the club! I get a lot of satisfaction planting plants that I have helped raise up in the nursery. I also really enjoy going out and seeing how our other plantings are coming along.

- Nancy N.

My trip to SNI was incredible. It was such a contrast with all the comforts of home surrounded by raw natural beauty on an isolated island in the Pacific. I found it incredibly peaceful and enjoyed the hard work and chance to connect with nature. I learned a great deal about natives, irrigation, and CIR’s work. I met wonderful, like-minded people, and look forward to volunteering more for CIR in the future.

- Elizabeth S.

Our adventure began early one Thursday morning; some of the volunteers were new like me, some returning. For the first two days, the strong winds created difficult working conditions. Luckily, by the third day the wind had granted us a reprieve. The air was now filled with the sound of chirping birds, distant chatter, and frequent laughter. We had quickly become a strong, cohesive team, making great strides in the work. It was an amazing group of very dedicated, hardworking, and kind people. What I enjoyed most, aside from the comfortable accommodations, was what I learned thanks to the CIR team. Their knowledge of the island, passion for the work and good humor really made the difference in creating a great experience.

- Alexis M.

Being able to go to San Nicolas was a wonderful adventure for me. As a teacher, I have used the book Island of the Blue Dolphins while teaching Language Arts. To be able to actually go to the island that inspired that story was a very special experience.

- Steve A.
Voluntourism Restoration Project on San Nicolas Island

By Gudrun Kleist

This winter, Channel Islands Restoration installed over 11,000 plants on San Nicolas Island over the course of 50 trips to the island, with the help of 337 volunteers.

Gudrun joined us as one of those volunteers and wrote up her experience for the newsletter of her local chapter of the California Native Plant Society.

From April 12-16, nine Bay Area volunteers spent an unforgettable five days on San Nicolas Island (SNI), one of the eight Channel Islands.

At Pt. Mugu Naval Air Station, we were greeted by CIR’s Project Manager Kevin Thompson and Nursery Manager Kelle Green. We were joined by long-time CIR volunteer Robin Birney. Robin had been to the island on many occasions and was very helpful in getting us situated.

After a short flight, we arrived on SNI, checked into our comfortable rooms at the hotel in “Nictown” and were ready to go to work by 10am. Our objective was to plant many of the 11,000 plants grown specifically to re-vegetate a 3-mile stretch along a road that had been severely impacted by a pipeline project as well as by overgrazing.

All the plants had been grown in the nursery from seeds and cuttings collected exclusively from the island by CIR’s Nursery Manager Kelle Green and her crew. Cuttings were collected from as many different populations as possible and interplanted to ensure biodiversity among their offspring.

The nursery itself was impressive: long benches covered with soil and being spread beyond Nictown.

Volunteers often wear face masks to protect themselves from sand and dirt whipped up by the high winds.

spicata (saltgrass), Eriogonum grande var. (San Nicolas Island buckwheat), Frankenia salina (alkali seaheath), Lotus argyrophyllus var. argenteus (Southern Island silver lottus), Lupinus albifrons (silver lupine), Hordeum brachyantherum spp. californicum (California meadow barley), Lycium brevipes (desert boxthorn), Lycium californicum (California boxthorn), Opuntia spp. (coastal prickly pear), Stipa cernua (nodding needlegrass), and Stipa pulchra (purple needlegrass).

As a desert island SNI gets an average of only 7” of rain a year, these plants would not survive without additional water. Thankfully, there are fire hydrants at regular intervals along the roads. Our last job was installing a drip system, one dripper for each planting hole. The drip system is hooked up manually to a fire hydrant and run for 45 minutes to an hour, first every 2 weeks and then at longer and longer intervals until the rains (hopefully) start. All the fresh water to the island is supplied by a surprisingly small reverse osmosis desalination plant.

One plant that recovered remarkably well from decades of uncontrolled sheep grazing is Leptosyne gigantea (giant co-epeospi). Many areas of the island are covered in a miniature forest of these “Dr. Seuss” plants. Robin told us that flying in after a wet winter the whole island was yellow. Their main bloom season is February, but there was one late bloomer right by the road looking like a big cheriy sunflower bouquet. It made us smile every time we drove by.

However, our time on SNI was not only work. We were given tours every late afternoon to see different parts of the island. SNI has one of the largest breeding colonies of northern elephant seals in California with 20,000 animals crowding the beaches in winter. Kevin told us that during the height of the breeding season there is not a spot of sand visible. The bulls and the newly pregnant females had already left for their northern feeding grounds, but there were still plenty of younger seals on several beaches, including the aptly named Bachelor Beach. A few sea lions mingled with the elephant seals.

We saw several examples of CIR restoration projects, including an impressive dune planting. A gully at the edge of Nictown had been planted a year ago with similar plants we were planting. It was amazing to see how much these plants had grown in just one year. We hope ours will look as happy in another year. What a contrast to the landscape at the South side of the island: a badland with deep gullies severely eroded from decades of overgrazing.

On our last day, we had the opportunity to spend time at Rock Crusher at the West end of SNI. Here the crashing waves had eroded away the softer rocks leaving columns of dark rocks, creating an almost alien landscape.

We left on the afternoon plane just as the wind was picking up again. We were tired and sore, but also very thankful for the opportunity for such an enlightening experience.

We learned so much from Kevin and Kelle about the flora and fauna of the island and about restoring a badly damaged desert island. It was a privilege to work alongside such dedicated people as Kevin, Kelle, and Robin. Most important, we had a small part in helping create habitat for those cute island critters.

Reprinted with permission from the June 2018 issue of the Bay Leaf, the newsletter of the East Bay Chapter of the California Native Plant Society (www.ebcnps.org).
**Educational Service Trip to Santa Cruz Island**

By Cindy Kimmick

Along with Channel Islands Restoration’s mission to restore habitat on the Central Coast and Channel Islands is our goal of providing environmental education to under-served students through environmental service trips. Near the end of May, CIR coordinated with the National Park Service to bring students from Academia Advance (a public charter school with a 100% minority student body, 92% of which are classified as low income) out to Santa Cruz Island for an overnight service trip. The CIR grant-funded Academia Advance trip was arranged to coincide with a non-CIR funded trip for Yuba River Charter Middle School, enabling CIR to work with twice the number of students on the same trip, doubling the impact of our grant funding.

Many of the Academia Advance students had never been to a national park, been on a boat, or seen a dolphin prior to this trip. On their first day, the students went on a Cavern Point hike, and set up camp with help from CIR volunteers. Many of the students had never put up a tent or been camping, and so some extra education on care of equipment, camping etiquette, and the art of preserving their food from the inquisitive island foxes and ravens was needed. That evening, the students were eager to go on a night hike down to the beach where they persuaded their teachers to let them play in the surf.

Over the course of the trip 27 sixth and seventh graders from Academia Advance (Lincoln Heights in LA County) and 29 eighth graders from Yuba River Charter (from Northern California) worked to remove oyster plant (Tragopogon porrifolius) that was beginning to overtake an oak woodland full of lupine and morning glory near the Upper Scorpion Ranch Campground area. With the help of CIR and NPS work leaders Ron Nichols, Dennis Kulzer, and Cindy Kimmick, the students removed over 100 pounds of buds and seed heads. As some extra education on care of equipment, camping etiquette, and the art of preserving their food from the inquisitive island foxes and ravens was needed. That evening, the students were eager to go on a night hike down to the beach where they persuaded their teachers to let them play in the surf.

In a first for CIR, volunteers brought out a selection of plant and animal artifacts plus several items loaned from Friends of the Island Fox, including golden eagle skull and talons. These displays and specimens engaged the students’ tactile senses as CIR educator Caitlin Kimmick told the island fox story, emphasizing the problems caused by human-introduced non-native species. After packing up for the return trip, the students toured the visitor center at Scorpion Ranch before loading their gear and returning to the mainland.

Inspiring future generations to care about our environment and educating them on how to do so is one of our core objectives at CIR. To date, we have worked with more than 3,600 kids accompanied by 400 adults since 2004.

**Salt Marsh Restoration in the Goleta Slough**

The Goleta Slough is a large salt marsh (estuary) located around the Santa Barbara Airport and UCSB. In a healthy estuary, saltwater from the ocean goes into and out of the estuary twice each day with the tides. However, in one of the estuary’s channels, “tide gates” were installed sometime before 1942 in order to prevent tidewaters from moving up into the upper part of the estuary. Years ago, the original tide gates were replaced with smaller ones, and have been frozen shut for decades. Some tidewater gets through the gates, but most tidewater cannot move up into the upper wetlands of the estuary. This has reduced the value of the estuary’s wetlands for native plants and animals there because they don’t flood as often as they used to do before the tide gates were installed.

We want to move or remove the tide gates to restore the wetlands, in hopes that an endangered bird, Belding’s Savannah Sparrow will breed in this area, along with other species.

Relocation or outright removal of the tide gates has been on the wish lists of local and state agencies for many years. These include the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the City of Santa Barbara, the Airport, the Goleta Slough Management Committee, the Coastal Commission, and UCSB. Estuary restoration was implemented by the Land Trust for Santa Barbara County, including removal of fill that had been placed in the estuary and planting more than 17,000 native plants. That was followed by moving a sewer line that was near Los Carneros Road out of the estuary. Now all that is needed is saltwater.

CIR is currently raising money to fund a hydrologic engineering study. The study will determine whether it is feasible to move the tide gates to the west or to remove them entirely without causing flooding of roads, buildings and other infrastructure. If the study finds that no flooding would occur, then we will request authorizations from the landowners and agencies to move or remove the tide gates. Once we move or remove them the saltwater will be able to flow in and out with the tides and more than 15 acres of estuary wetlands will be restored. The UCSB Associated Students Coastal Fund has kicked off the effort by giving us a large grant. Funds from the US Fish and Wildlife Service have been secured for the project as well. However, your contributions still make a huge difference in ensuring that this project is a success! Can you help us by donating to this cause?
Memberships

Memberships help support CIR, but they also get you a ton of exclusive benefits. On May 20th, CIR members met up at Rincon beach State Park for the annual Membership Picnic. CIR co-founder, Duke McPherson, was grilling up his famous chicken in addition to veggie burgers. Members contributed to a potluck with salads, sides, and desserts. There were plenty of drinks to go around as well, with a hearty selection of beer, wine, and soft drinks.

During the picnic, we held a raffle with prizes from Patagonia, Island Packers, Santa Barbara Adventure Company, Barbara Hale (a CIR member and pilot), and more!

Afterwards, members were treated to an exclusive guided tour of the Carpinteria Bluffs by renowned local naturalists.

Thank you to everyone that attended! We had a great time, and we hope you did too!

Over the course of the year, Channel Islands Restoration holds four events for our supporters. For donors of $40+, we have the Spring Membership Picnic, donors of $100+ receive an invite for two to the CIR Social in the late summer, donors of $500+ are treated to an exclusive natural history day tour, and donors of $1000+ are invited to the CIR Benefactor’s Banquet.

Channel Islands Restoration relies on the support of members to continue our mission to restore habitat and promote environmental education. With as little as $3 a month, you can become a member of Channel Islands Restoration and contribute towards sustaining our current work and creating new projects, new volunteer opportunities, and new educational opportunities.

To learn more and become a donor, head to cirweb.org/donate

The Channel Islands Restoration Team

Staff
Ken Owen, Executive Director
Elihu Gevitz, Operations Manager, Senior Ecologist
Kevin Thompson, Project Manager
Daniel Hart, Project manager
Kelle Green, Nursery Manager
Sarah Spellenberg, Nursery Technician
Nancy Diaz, Volunteer Coordinator
Tanner Yould, Outreach Coordinator, GIS Technician
Field Technicians:
Stephen Bednar, Emily Chase, Sean Clark, Ryan Fass, Bobbi Kolstad, Riley Kriebel, Brad Meiners, Erin Merrill, Doug Morgan, Cooper Wall, Jack Woolf, Holly Wright

Board of Directors
Cindy Kimmick, President
Geoffrey Jewel, Vice President
David Chang, Treasurer
Diane Kirchner, Secretary
Dr. Tanya Atwater
Keri Dearborn
Dave Edwards
Wayne Ferren Jr.
Duke McPherson
Ken Owen
Dr. Charles Rennie III
Mike Watling
Phil White

Volunteers of 2018


Thank you for being a part of the team!